INTRODUCTION
For almost 40 years, transportation planners have debated the effi cacy of separating different types of traffi c (see Flanagan 1966) . Today, the argument for designating special-purpose lanes (often referred to as managed lanes) on major highways stems from two principal objectives: (1) to separate the growing volume of heavy trucks from lighter vehicles on rural Interstate highways and (2) to create incentives for those traveling in passenger vehicles on congested urban freeways to increase vehicle occupancy rates. While these objectives differ in many ways, they involve at least one common dilemma -how to fi nance such lanes. More precisely, how should the cost of constructing and operating special-purpose lanes be distributed among their users and the users of other, generalpurpose lanes?
The Concept of Truck-Only Lanes
The debate over whether to construct additional lanes along certain Interstate highways has been ongoing for many years, but it has been receiving greater attention recently. For example, TRB (2003) has called on Congress to study the cost and market potential of exclusive truck lanes. In part, this growing interest is the steady increase in heavy truck traffi c on rural Interstates as the U.S. economy grows (the 43.6 billion vehicle miles traveled by combination trucks on rural Interstate highways in 2003 represent a 41.9% increase from 1990 [FHWA 2003, Table VM-1; FHWA 1991, Table VM-1]) . A related consideration is the dominant share of freight shipments within the country that trucking accounts for, as Table  1 highlights. In 2002, trucking accounted for 40% of the ton-miles and 74.3% of the value of freight shipped. Further, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) estimates that truck freight will increase by more than 50% by 2020 (FHWA, 2002) . Trucking advocates contend that truck-only lanes would increase the opportunities for signifi cant improvements in the effectiveness of this freight mode, in part because they assert that longer, multi-trailer trucks would become more feasible (TRB, 2002) . Stokes and Albert (1986) (1993) argued that the benefi ts of truck-only lanes go beyond operational gains for trucking fi rms and include traffi c safety improvements, reduced conflicts, and lower maintenance costs on general-traffi c lanes. Forkenbrock (2003) observed that moving heavy trucks to separate lanes could improve the traveling experience of those traveling in passenger vehicles, which would have positive implications for the quality of life of these travelers.
Our analysis focuses on rural Interstate highways because (1) the bulk of truck-only lanes would be constructed in rural areas (including Interstate highways on the periphery of communities), and (2) the effects of these lanes can be generalized more completely in rural areas. The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans, 2004 ) conducted a generalized feasibility study of the conditions under which truck-only lanes would be most feasible. Specifi c conditions that would signal a possible need include:
• Truck volumes exceeding 30% of the vehicle mix.
• Peak-hour one-way traffi c volumes greater than 1,800 vehicles per lane-hour.
• Off-peak volumes in each direction exceeding 1,200 vehicles per lane-hour. Poole and Samuel (2004) used similar parameters -average daily traffi c (ADT) of 40,000 in each direction, with 20% accounted for by heavy trucks. These conditions are not likely to be met on most rural Interstate highways, that truck-only lanes are likely to be a cost-effective solution for rural Interstate highways only when traffi c volumes are comparatively high and there is a sizable presence of heavy trucks. The analysis in this paper presupposes that rather stringent traffi c mix and volume conditions not unlike those suggested by Caltrans and Poole and Samuels are met on candidate Interstate segments. Proposals also vary in terms of how entrance and exit ramps would be confi gured. The most extensive designs preclude any interaction between heavy trucks and other vehicles. That implies that special entrance and exit ramps would need to be constructed. They probably would be spaced farther apart than are current general-purpose ramps. Most advocates of truckonly lanes call for substantially thicker pavement than is normally found on Interstate highways -up to 24 inches -to accommodate LCVs with higher axle loads.
Types of Truck-Only Lanes

WHO WOULD BENEFIT FROM THESE LANES?
Our review of the literature indicates that, in principle, the concept of truck-only lanes has fairly broad appeal. Such lanes would be expensive to construct, however. Poole and Samuel (2004) estimate that, in general, it would cost approximately $2.5 million per lane-mile (i.e., about $10.0 million per route-mile for two lanes in each direction) to construct a truck-only facility alongside an existing Interstate highway, plus land acquisition costs, if applicable.
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Of course, the cost would vary considerably depending on right-of-way availability, topography, the need for overpass construction, number of entrance and exit ramps needed, and a host of other factors.
Regarding fi nancing, the central issue is what the relative cost burdens should be for (1) the trucks that use the special-purpose lanes and (2) other vehicles that continue to use existing lanes on which trucks would no longer travel. Normally, when new lanes are constructed, all vehicles using them share in the cost by paying road user charges. Highway cost allocation studies (see FHWA, 1997) determine the fair burden for each vehicle type based on its cost responsibility, which in turn is based primarily on the relative damage the vehicle type causes per mile traveled on various classes of roads. Truckonly lanes represent an unusual circumstance in that newly constructed lanes would not be used by all types of vehicles. In a technical sense, it would be possible to assign the full cost of constructing and maintaining the truck-only lanes to the trucks that use them and the costs of maintaining the existing general traffi c lanes to all vehicle classes except trucks.
One issue that would need to be addressed if a traditional cost-based approach to fi nancing truck-only lanes were to be applied is that because truck operators have helped pay the capital costs of current lanes, it is arguable that they have an equity position in them. To the extent that this is true, a credit for this equity could be applied to their cost responsibility regarding the additional lanes to be constructed. If during the time since the existing lanes were constructed, trucks have underpaid user charges, this underpayment would need to be deducted from the equity credit. A rather complex accounting of costs and credits would be required to determine how much if any credit for trucking fi rms should be applied. In most cases, however, it is doubtful that much equity credit at all would apply.
Rather than attempting to apply a cost-based approach, it is likely that a more workable basis for estimating what the relative cost burdens should be is to consider the nature and magnitude of benefi ts the two groups of users would be likely to derive if truck-only lanes were constructed. In principle, these benefi ts would form the basis for the willingness to pay on the part of each group. As a point of departure, we briefly catalog the sorts of benefi ts that would accrue to trucking fi rms and to passenger vehicle occupants.
Benefi ts to Trucking Firms. The key potential benefi ts to trucking fi rms would be fourfold: • They would be far less exposed to the risk of car-truck crashes, many of which result from driving errors on the part of those operating autos and other passenger vehicles. According to the FHWA, in fatal crashes involving passenger vehicles and trucks on all types of highways, the passenger vehicle driver was the primary contributor to the crash in 72 to 89% of the cases investigated, depending on the type of crash (cited in ATA, 2004 TRB 1990; Sydec, Inc., 1990; Middendorf and Bronzini, 1994; and Walter, 1995 , one combination truck takes up approximately the same road capacity as 1.8 to 8.0 autos, depending on the terrain and traffi c conditions. A caveat is that in some instances, improved traffi c flow may induce additional traffi c.
Evidence of the Magnitude of Benefi ts
Somewhat different approaches are needed to estimate the benefi ts to occupants of passenger vehicles versus operators of heavy trucks. In the former case, the issue is willingness to pay to enjoy the aforementioned benefi ts of driving on Interstate highways without trucks. For trucking firms, the gains are related to productivity improvements; if LCVs are permitted, these gains are net of the cost of acquiring LCVs.
Willingness to Pay by Passenger Vehicle
Occupants. The amount operators of passenger vehicles would be willing to pay to have trucks moved to separate lanes was explored by Bambe and McMullen (1996) . Using contingent valuation analysis, a method for estimating nonmarket prices, they found that motorists would be willing to pay about $35 (1995 dollars, equating to approximately $41 in 2004 dollars) annually to remove triple-trailer combination trucks from the highways of Oregon. Their analysis has the advantage of not being hypothetical because triple-trailer trucks are allowed in the State of Oregon, so respondents were familiar with the circumstances addressed in the study. 4 Also, contingent valuation is an especially appropriate approach for gauging benefi ts because it involves asking participants about their willingness to pay for a good or a policy change (Mitchell and Carson 1989) .
Further research using this methodology could be structured to estimate how this willingness to pay varies with attributes of the Interstate highway being traveled, such as the fraction of vehicles in the traffi c stream that are large trucks, overall traffi c volume, speed, and presence of rolling topography. Another option would be to selectively apply revealed preference analysis. In a few situations, data are available as to how drivers of passenger vehicles make trade-offs between different types of costs. For example, if the anticipated time en route on a facility that does not allow trucks is greater than on one that allows trucks, a trade-off must be made between time savings and driving in the company of trucks. Using accepted estimates of the value of time, it would be possible to gain insights into the implicit value of avoiding trucks.
The New Jersey Tollway is a potential case study of revealed preference regarding travel choices by operators of passenger vehicles in auto-only and auto-truck lanes. This facility has lanes that are available only to autos and other lanes that are open to autos and other types of vehicles, including heavy trucks.
Improvements in Productivity for Trucking
Firms. An analysis by Weinblatt (1991) concluded that on a cost-per-ton basis in comparison to a standard 53-foot, five-axle combination truck with a gross vehicle weight of 78,000 pounds: • A seven-axle, triple 28-foot trailer truck with a gross vehicle weight of 116,000 pounds would be 20.1% more productive in terms of cost per ton shipped.
• A nine-axle, twin 48-foot trailer truck (turnpike double) with a gross vehicle weight of 127,400 pounds would be 23.8% more productive. Maio (1986) estimated that for volumelimited cargo, a national LCV network would result in 23 to 42% productivity gains, while for weight-limited cargo the increase in productivity would be about 17 to 32%. Note that for maximum productivity increases to be realized, a national network of highways on which LCVs would be permitted would be necessary. Thus, constructing truck-only lanes in a limited number of locations would most likely produce productivity increases at more modest levels.
FINANCING MECHANISMS
The foregoing discussion explored the potential benefi ts both to users of general-traffi c lanes and to operators of heavy trucks to assess what the relative cost burden for truck-only lanes should be for both groups. A related issue is how these cost burdens should be paid. Two questions are at the center of this issue:
• Should rural Interstate highways to which truck-only lanes are added be converted to toll facilities? Should the toll only be assessed to users of the truck-only lanes or to the passenger vehicle lanes as well? • In the case of heavy trucks, should a credit be given for the tax already paid on the fuel consumed while operating on tolled lanes? Whether or not such a credit is applied, the amount paid by the truck operator via a toll and/or through the fuel tax should total the fi gure established as a matter of policy. However, if both methods of collection are used simultaneously, some may regard this as double taxation. To raise the necessary capital for the construction of the truck-only lanes, a state probably would choose to issue revenue bonds, which mainly would be secured by the revenue forthcoming from tolls. Below are two alternative scenarios. The fi rst involves toll payment only by large trucks and the second entails payment of tolls by passenger vehicles, as well.
Scenario 1: Tolls Paid Only by Large Trucks.
Bonds would be issued to cover the share of the capital cost to be defrayed by large trucks, with the share to be covered by passenger traffi c paid by the state's road use tax fund (RUTF). The RUTF in most states depends heavily on general user charges (primarily motor fuel taxes and registration fees). General user charges paid into the RUTF by large trucks would be used for operation and maintenance (O & M) of the truck-only lanes. Presumably, such O & M charges would be comparable to those paid by trucking fi rms prior to the construction of truckonly lanes, but they may actually be less because the thicker pavement envisioned for these lanes would be better able to withstand the axle loads imposed by heavy trucks. Tolls assessed to users of truck-only lanes would be dedicated to paying off the bonds issued to cover construction of the lanes. On balance, of course, large trucks would pay more for traveling on truck-only lanes than on other roads.
Scenario 2: Tolls Paid by All Vehicles.
Another scenario would require passenger vehicles traveling in the general-traffi c lanes to pay tolls, just as large trucks operating in the truck-only lanes would. Tolls paid by passenger vehicles would need to be justifi ed on the basis of people being able to travel without the safety risks from heavy trucks operating in the same traffi c stream, by faster and more consistent speeds, and by the more relaxed environment made possible by the elimination of large trucks from their lanes. In short, the occupants of the passenger vehicles would be offered a higherquality service than if there were no truck-only lanes, and they would be asked to pay a premium for this higher quality of service. It is unclear, however, whether motorists would be willing to pay tolls on rural Interstates simply to help fi nance truck-only lanes. If they were not, the tolls they would be required to pay would amount to a reduction in their economic welfare.
Setting Toll Levels
We discussed earlier how the cost of truck-only lanes could reasonably be borne by passenger vehicles and by large trucks at levels related to the magnitude of the benefi ts each group of road users would derive. Such magnitudes can be estimated through analyses of the benefi ts and by applying approaches such as contingent valuation analysis which are aimed at gauging how much various road users would be willing to pay for the separation of heavy trucks into different lanes. We now turn to several practical issues in setting the levels of tolls that could be applied to assign cost burdens on road users to fi nance the construction and O & M of truckonly lanes.
The Issue of Diversion. If a trucking firm believes that the economic benefi ts of traveling on a highway with truck-only lanes are not commensurate with the magnitude of the toll for using the facility, it will search for an alternate route that entails lower overall costs. The likelihood of diversion, then, depends on several factors, including:
• Availability of alternative routes that are not excessively circuitous and would allow an acceptable speed and level of safety.
• Length of the haul -longer trips are more likely to have more choices of routes and thus diversion would be more likely.
• Level of the toll for traveling on the highway with truck-only lanes.
• Whether or not longer combination vehicles (LCVs) are allowed and whether use of an LCV is appropriate for the trip(s) in question.
• Time sensitivity of freight -truck-only lanes are likely to produce a comparatively low amount of variability in time en route. Reebie Associates (2004) estimated the likely diversion if truck-only lanes were established on I-81 in Virginia. Their modeling effort led them to conclude that, to a point, the numbers of heavy trucks that would divert from a truck-only facility is approximately linear with the cost of tolls per mile. Reebie estimated that toll levels above 20 cents per mile would bring about suffi cient diversion that such tolls would be counterproductive. Rather, they concluded that toll levels in the range of 15 to 20 cents per mile probably would produce optimal results. Their analysis, of course, applies to circumstances where diversion is possible (i.e., the trucks operating in truck-only lanes would be permitted on other roads). Otherwise, trucking fi rms would have to assess the economic consequences of using conventional combination trucks in lieu of LCVs, as well as diverting from the tolled truck-only lanes.
Heavy Truck Tolls that are Commensurate with Economic Gains. We have discussed that operators of heavy trucks stand to gain economically by truck-only lanes constructed along rural Interstate highways. A key policy question is what portion of that economic gain should be retained by trucking fi rms and what portion should be contributed to the agency providing the improvement that enabled this gain to materialize.
Increased productivity on the part of trucks traveling in truck-only lanes would stem from two separate but related sources:
• Reduced costs due to traveling on the improved facility.
• The possible use of LCVs, which can enhance trucking productivity. The general types of costs that could be saved were listed above; they mainly relate to improved safety and less variability in speeds. Productivity gains to trucking fi rms that could be attributed to allowing LVCs to operate on a national system of highways have been estimated by Samuel et al. (2002; also see Holguin-Veras et al. 2003) . Using a specifi c set of conditions, Samuel et al. (2002) estimated the productivity gain for various combination trucks, including LCVs. One of their two cases involves operations on a truck-only facility that allows axle loads that are 50% higher than those currently allowed in the United States (i.e., 39,780 pounds per tandem axle). Under the assumptions of that case, the authors conclude that a $3.04 per vehicle-mile increase in productivity would result for a turnpike double (120 feet in length, maximum gross weight of 175,000 pounds, and average cargo weight of 66,000 pounds). Samuel et al. (2002) suggest that the toll assessed to LCVs operating in truckonly lanes should be half of the productivity gains experienced by the trucking firm by virtue of their being allowed to (1) operate in relatively unencumbered truck-only lanes and (2) operate LCVs. Their reasoning is that 50% of productivity gains is a reasonable return to trucking fi rms, given that:
• In many instances new rolling stock would have to be procured. • LCVs would have to be broken down into shorter rigs once off the special facility.
• Within a given fi rm, multiple varieties of trucks would be required to operate on these and other facilities.
The authors' analysis of potential productivity gains leads them to conclude that a per-mile toll of up to $1.50 would be possible, which would amount to half of the productivity gain. Whether the toll for heavy trucks should be set at half of the productivity gains trucking fi rms would realize from truck-only lanes or at some other level is an open question. More information is needed on:
• Productivity gains likely in various segments of the trucking market with and without LCVs being permitted.
• How the trucking industry and shippers would respond to the option of operating on truck-only lanes and to the associated option of using LCVs on these routes. 5 A related issue is the extent to which truck traffi c would divert from Interstate highways with truck-only lanes to avoid the toll.
• Capital and O & M costs of adding truckonly lanes under various conditions (e.g., number and confi gurations of overpasses, right-of-way limits, and topography). • Willingness to pay for a higher quality traveling environment on the part of occupants of passenger vehicles and therefore the toll that could be assessed to them.
CONCLUSION
We have explored the complex issue of how truck-only lanes added to rural Interstate highways could be fi nanced. These lanes would be expensive enough that it is highly unlikely that suffi cient resources could be found from traditional sources, particularly a state's RUTF. Tolls would need to be assessed to users of the improved facility. In terms of fi nancing, the central policy questions are who should pay these tolls and how high they should be. For heavy trucks that would operate on the newly constructed truck-only lanes, tolls can be established to capture a portion of the productivity gains that the lanes would enable. For each potential project of adding truck-only lanes (typically between a pair of metropolitan areas), a feasibility analysis should be carried out that takes into account the following: • Current traffic volume by time of day, percentage of traffi c that is heavy trucks, flow speed, and safety record.
• Potential for productivity gains on the part of trucking fi rms (1) if the truck-only lanes were added and (2) if LCVs were allowed to operate on newly added truck-only lanes.
• Possible toll levels, taking into account the productivity gains, which perhaps could reach $1.50 per mile for LCVs, and the potential for diversion that in part would depend upon the availability of alternative routes.
• Connectivity of LCV facilities -adding truck-only lanes that enable LCV use are bound to be more productive if they connect to other such facilities to constitute a continuous system.
• Cost of adding the lanes with a suitable number of entry and exit points.
• Cost and location of LCV breakdown facilities outside metropolitan areas. The evidence leads to the conclusion that tolls assessed to truck operators would have to generate the preponderance of revenue necessary to retire the bonds that almost certainly would be needed to fi nance truck-only lanes. Unless the traffi c stream contained a suffi cient number of heavy trucks, the toll levels for these specialpurpose lanes may be high enough to prompt diversion. If, however, LCVs were permitted in these lanes and if these vehicles could contribute suffi cient productivity improvements, use of conventional combination trucks on other routes may no longer become the cost-effective solution for trucking fi rms and shippers. The primary issue that this analysis poses is whether truckonly lanes would be economically viable along a suffi cient number of rural Interstate highways to encourage investment in LCVs, without which fi nancing truck-only lanes would be extremely diffi cult.
Endnotes
1. Vidunas and Hoel (1997) discuss variations of these confi gurations, focusing on I-81 in Virginia.
2. Poole and Samuel (2004) suggest one new lane plus a breakdown lane, with passing lanes added every few miles. It should be noted that if substantially heavier gross vehicle weights were allowed that some bridges on rural Interstate highways would need to be reconstructed.
3. Common forms of LCVs include (1) a tractor and three 28-foot trailers, with a total length of about 110 feet; (2) a Rocky Mountain double, consisting of a tractor, a 48-foot trailer, and a 28-foot trailer, with a total length of about 100 feet; and (3) a turnpike double, consisting of two 48-foot trailers, with a total length of about 120 feet.
4. The non-hypothetical nature of Bambe and McMullen (1996) is important. As a practical matter, it usually is diffi cult to accurately estimate willingness to pay for a good or service that is not currently available because there is no functioning market. In hypothetical situations, there can be a tendency for people to misstate their willingness to pay either because the situation is not one with which they are suffi ciently familiar or because it may not be in their economic self interest to express their full willingness to pay. Also, there is no consequence of making a statement about one's preference because of the hypothetical nature of the situation.
5. Moody (1991) speculated that up to 4% of combination truck traffi c would shift to LCVs annually and that this shift would be cumulative. He also conjectured that a similar rate of diversion would occur from rail.
